
May 19, 2017 
 
Present:  Ed Marin, Deb Krikourian, Shawn Kivley,  Liz Sisson, Peter Maroon, Dana Carrigan, Jo Anne 
Drumm, Karen Knight, Mike Shepherd, Kim Bogard, Rhonda Crawford, Kristi Blandford, Pat Kuzirian, Tom 
Pena, Kristina Messersmith, Michelle Mays, Kevin Wheeler, John Stephens 
 
Information Items: 
 
Rhonda Crawford provided information regarding the impact on FCUSD’s budget from the Governor’s 
May budget revision. 

 The May revision includes a $1.1 billion addition to education funding in 2017-18  

 GAP funding is increased  slightly for 2017/18 and decreased for 2016/17. 

 The COLA is up from 1.48% to 1.56% 

 The Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) agrees with the May Revision outlook for revenue 

 The Governor continues to caution against an inevitable recession 

 One-time funding is increased from $48 per pupil proposed in January to $170 per pupil in this 
revision, but ALL of this funding is deferred until May of 2019 (2018/19 school  year). 

o This deferral results in a loss  of $900,000 of expected available one-time funding  for 
2017-18 

 There is no additional revenue proposed to offset the increase in employer paid STRS and PERS 
contributions 

 The District currently expects $600,000 in the unappropriated balance at the end of June, 2017. 

 The new revenues for next school year in the May revision reduce the structural deficit for 2017-
18 from $3.8 million to $1.8 million 

o This deficit can be addressed by “sweeping” $1.4 million in department  and school site 
carry over, and by shifting some of the funds set aside for textbook purchases in 2017-
18 and 2018-19 to cover the deficit and then paying that back with the deferred one-
time money promised in May, 2019. 

 
 

Discussion items: 
 
The District offered to discuss a compensation package involving one-time money contingent upon the 
Governor’s adopted budget.  FCEA stated that it was neither interested in the District’s prior 
contingency offer,  nor in the one proposed today and would immediately file for impasse. 


